Rail & Trail Candidate Questionnaire
November Election 2022
Local elected officials are appointed to serve on boards like the Metro and the RTC and can have an
impact on countywide transportation decisions. Friends of the Rail & Trail is committed to discovering
candidate positions and sharing them with the public so we can all make informed choices at the ballot
box.

Responses by Alexander Pedersen, Candidate for Capitola City Council

I support leaving the railroad infrastructure in place and exploring options of
utilizing the rail corridor in whatever way benefits our community to the
greatest extent, which may be an electric passenger rail system. I would have
to deeply consider the cost to benefit of any specific passenger rail system
being considered. If elected, I would consider any transportation proposal with
due diligence and am generally in favor of public transportation projects.

I am strongly in favor of an extended trial being developed and will happily
continue to use the trail as it grows. My position on the multi-use trail planned
is that a trail next to the tracks is the only path forward at this point and that it
will be a great benefit to the public.
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I am in favor of more bike paths and more protection for cyclists and
pedestrians. I believe that we as a society rely too much on car and would
love to see an increase in safe and environmentally friendly modes of
transportation.

The public clearly stated their preference in regards to measure D and I agree
with the decision to keep our options open by maintaining the railroad
infrastructure at this time.

Find-out more about Alexander Pedersen at their website:
https://www.pedersenforcapitola.com/

